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Overview  
 

The Banking sector has been a forerunner in adapting innovative technologies to deliver effective 

training. Today, the new-age Learning Management Systems cater to the evolving needs of 

banking personnel, no matter where they are located. The potential of handheld devices to 

access the most relevant training, just-in-time, and the current Covid-induced remoteness has 

also fueled the urgent requirement for mobile-adaptive solutions. The Banking sector demands 

for rising productivity in their proceses as well as knowledge acquisition. So, it is crucial for the 

Banks to provide everything just few clicks away for the employees and the trainer.  

 

Axis Bank and G-Cube partnered to implement a mobile-responsive  verion of the proprietary G-

Cube LMS with the objective of increasing user engagement with training modules and sub-

modules and to ensure a seamless user experience.    

 

The main business requirements of the client included: 

1. To enable eLearning for all employees in the primary organization and for subsidiaries 

2. Consolidation of learning practices under one system 

3. To be able to manage data in desired formats of reports and dashboards 

 
Founded in 1993, Axis Bank is the third-largest private sector bank in India. The Bank has a large 
footprint of 4,528 domestic branches, nine international offices with branches at Singapore, 
Hong Kong, Dubai, Shanghai, Colombo and representative offices at Dhaka, Dubai, Sharjah and 
Abu Dhabi. In addition to the above, the bank has a presence in the UK with its wholly-owned 
subsidiary Axis Bank UK Limited. 
 
The major services provided by the bank are Retail Banking, Corporate Banking, Transaction 
Banking, Investment Banking& trustee services and International Banking. Axis Bank provides 
the entire spectrum of financial services to customer segments covering Large and Mid-
Corporates, MSME, Agriculture and Retail Businesses by offering lending services to individuals 
and small businesses, alongwith liability products, card services, Internet banking, automated 
teller machines (ATM) services, depository, financial advisory services, and Non-resident Indian 
(NRI) services.   
 
With a balance sheet size of Rs. 9,15,165 crores as on 31st March 2020, Axis Bank has achieved 
consistent growth and with a 5 year CAGR (2014-15 to 2019-20) of 15% each in Total Assets, 
Deposits and Advances. 
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G-Cube is one of the fastest growing organizations in Asia Pacific offering complete learning 

technology solutions under one roof.Our Mission is to be amongst the most respected learning 

technology organizations globally. G-Cube has won 100+ awards in last 8 years.  Offering 

complete learning technology solutions. G-Cube’s LMS comes in 3 variants:  

 

1. G-Cube LMS Enterprise with intuitive UI design for learners and administrators, learner-

focused workflows, customizable features, responsive design easing access across multiple 

devices, dashboards, and integrated video-learning solution.  

2. G-Cube LMS Extended is aligned to needs of the extended workforce.  

3. G-Cube Mobile App provides visual brilliance and enhanced user experience. 

Our solutions range from custom content development, rapid authoring, mobile learning, micro 
learning, gamification, translation & localization in 60+ languages. Our USP is that we offer 
industry specific variants of our products catering to their unique challenges. With 350+ highly 
experienced learning and technology experts, the team caters to clients across multiple 
industries such as Aviation, Auto, BFSI, Pharma etc. G-Cube has won 100+ prestigious industry 

awards in 7 years.derstand the unique challenges faced by healthcare 
professionals, our highest priority is providing excellent customer service by 
responding quickly and effectively to you 
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Key Challenges 
 

In the Banking sector, compliance training is the topmost priority and ensuring 100% compliance 

is a huge task. Ensuring timely mandatory compliance training for a  very large, dispersed 

workforce was the key challenge to be addressed by implementing the Learning Management 

System. Below are other critical  challenges the client faced: 

 

 Reach – With a dispersed employee base of over 85,000, not everyone had access to digital 

learning 

 No centralized system for accessing variety of skills based eLearning courses  

 Different departments were using different systems/practices for training delivery leading to 

potential compliance gaps 

 No tracking of progress and completion status of compliance and audit-related mandatory 

courses  

 No mechanism for Training Need Identification  

 Due to existing system’s limitations, not all employees received the assigned training causing 

compliance issues, delayed employee readiness and reduced productivity 

 Mandatory compliance training was not being provided in a timely fashion to all employees 

due to assignment issues and as new hires were not immediately identified within the system, 

causing compliance issues.  

 Low training completion rates due to tech downtime, accessibility issues in the existing 

system.  

 Highly repetitive, manual processes for database entries and report generation leading to 

delays and increased risk of human errors  

 Existing system was not flexible to make  client-specific customizations  

 Existing support team was not responsive. Frequent resource changes with no transference 

of knowledge to new resources caused delays in trouble-shooting and resolution 
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Approach 
 

The overall G-Cube LMS Implementation is described below:  

 

1. G-Cube LMS implemented a centralized system to run  

a. SCORM 1.2 content, HTML content, videos 

b. Assessments (pre and post) 

c. Skills & competency levels are mapped with training courses 

d. Classroom training management including batch management, attendance, waitlist, 

feedback, nomination, reminders etc.  

e. Competitions through Gamification 

f. Peer to peer intercations through Discussion forums  

g. Online survey 

2. From administrator/manager side: 

a. Managing reports and dahsboards  

b. Easy upload of content and creation of assessments  

c. Run competitions  

d. Manage certifications  

e. Faster completion of compliance trainings  

3. G-Cube LMS integrated with Axis Bank Active directory through SSO for user data information 

and authentication  

4. Two factor authentication is implementd for Mobile App authentication  
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5. After clicking on the link, the Learner sees the below window that opens in the LMS interface 

 
              Figure 1: Course Home Page in LMS 

 
 
          

6. The Learner clicks on the “PLAY” button to start the course and then clicks on Launch 

Assessment > Start to start the Assessment. 

 
Figure 2: Assessment Screen 
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Figure 3: Launch Assessment  

 
 

7. Social Learning : Social Learning feature boosts adoption, collaboration and 

engagement. 

a. Ratings and Reviews : End user can rate and review the course. 

 

 

Figure 4: Ratings & Reviews 
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b. Survey: 

 

Figure 5: Surveys 

 

c. Discussion Forum : Users can participate in discussion forums and exchange their 

feedback/views about the course. 

 

 

Figure 6: Discussion Forum 
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G-Cube LMS Features – Admin side  

Let us explore the custom G-Cube LMS features in detail- 
 

 System Users- By default, the G-Cube LMS defines various roles-  

 Administrator- All administrative features included in the product from the functionality 

perspective 

 Learner- End user of LMS 

 Mentor- Can review assignments, award scores & respond to user queries 

 Report Administrator- Report Creation & Extraction rights 

 

 

 Login Users- Users can see the login page at the time of login 

 After logging in, the administrator can view the “Home page” of G-Cube LMS  

 On the left side, the ‘Quick Links’ are present to access different modules and their 

related features and towards the right side, the dashboards are present which display 

the analytical information related to Training Summary, Course Compliance, etc. 

 Select “Dashlets” button on the top right of the screen to allow the  users to add or 

remove the graphs of their choice from the available dashlets of the system.  

 

 
Figure 7: Home Page for Administrator 
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 Click on the “Check box” to select the dashlet to be displayed and click the “Select” button 

to select the dashlet to be shown. 

 
Figure 8: Dashlets Options 

 

 

 User Management- LMS Administrator can manage users with the help of manage 

registered user screen.  

 Add Users- LMS Administrator can add a new user from this interface with the help of 

Add User screen 

 Archived Users- Once a user is deactivated, the record of the same user shall get 

deactivated in the system and moved to archived users within LMS. The users can be 

activated by clicking on the “Make Live” button.  

 Import Users- LMS administrator can import bulk users in LMS database. A  predefined 

CSV format-based template needs to be filled in with mandatory information of all the 

users to be uploaded in LMS. 

 

 Job Roles- Under User management module, LMS administrator has an option of Job 

Roles 

 Manage Job Family- Administrator can create Job Families (band or levels) and Job Roles 

(designations).  The job  families created can be seen in the “Manage Job Family” section. 
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Figure 9: ‘Manage Job Families’ screen  

 
 

 

 Manage Job Role-   LMS administrator can manage designation with help of Manage Job Role 

screen. All the “Job Roles” created will be seen in the “Manage Job Role” section.  

 

 
Figure 10: Manage Job Role Section 

 
 

 Training Groups- Training Groups are created for users having similar or distinct training 

needs that are inclined to their job custom learning needs. These help to assign training as 

per the diverse job roles, departments, location, etc. Administrator can create/modify the 

training group from manage training group screen as per business requirement.  
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 Organization Structure: This is a key feature of G-Cube LMS that is used to define data 

sets to reside under different categories. It allows defining user Privileges, Learnings, and 

Reporting. Features like “Courses”, “Program”, “eLearning” and “Reporting rights” are 

defined based on the Organization Structure to which a user role is mapped and 

therefore, it is the most important element of the system.   

 

 Manage Groups- The groups created in the Organization structure in the “Add Group” 

section will be seen here as shown below 

 

                                                   Figure 11: Manage Group 

 

 Manage Organization Structure- As per the functionality of G-Cube LMS, it is possible to 

define an Organization structure of nth level in the system. The users and roles can be 

mapped to this organization structure and therefore, the privileges of Create Reports, 

Managing Users and Manage User Trainings are configured based on the hierarchy 

defined in the Organization Structure. “Location” is available by default in the system 

which is used for demographic presence of the organization and it is mapped to users in 

the system. 
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Figure 12: Manage Organization Structure 

 

 Data Fields: Different attributes of User Profile can be defined for User Management 

screen whether they are mandatory or not and what kind of privileges they should have. 

The User clicks on the check box of each field as per the requirement. 

 

 

Figure 13: Data Fields  
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 Dynamic Fields: G-Cube LMS provides a feature of adding a dynamic field (as per an 

organization’s need) for user screen. This is only applicable to User Registration page. 

Dynamic fields are the customized fields which are created for additional details of the 

user. These fields once created  can be seen while “adding/creating  a user”.  

 
                                           

Figure 14: Add Dynamic Field 

 

 

 Learning Management 

 

 Masters- The Admin can create topics for the learning content. Thus, it helps the 

admin in assigning marks to questions, deciding questions levels, and provides 

flexibility to group similar questions into one group. 

 Knowledge Assessments- There are various kinds of content items which can be 

uploaded in the G-Cube LMS including Assessment, HTML, Homework, SCORM 1.2 & 

1.3, reference link, etc.  

Manage Question Tag- These tags are used for making questions related to specific 

topics. You can select a tag and certain relevant question can be grouped in that Tag. 
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 Certificates: Users might like to award a certificate once a Program is completed. These 

certificates are awarded to learners and are reflected at learner interface under “My 

Certificates” section.  

 

 Global Bank: In global bank, you can define a big pool of questions created in the G-Cube 

LMS and then set criteria for picking questions randomly when assigning it to users. You 

can add questions to the Global Bank by following these steps- 

 Click on Learning Management > Global Bank  

 Click on Add Questions  

 Define question level, questions type, and question text 

 Add responses as per the question type 

 Add feedback and click on Save button 

 

 
Figure 15: Global Bank Section 
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Figure 16: Add Global Bank Section 

 
 

 Classroom Training 

 

 Masters- Administrators can view the Master section. In Masters, they can create 

information as required in creating classroom training.  This menu explains all the 

entities needed to create a Classroom training right from topic Selection, Instructors, 

venues, learning Type to feedback. 

 
                                         Figure 17: “Masters” section in Classroom Training 
 

 Administration- The system administrator of the classroom training can view 

“administration” page. On this page, there is complete information about the classroom 

training (for example name of the training, topic, type of the training, start date and end 

date, total seat, available seat, confirm seat, pending request).  
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 Gamification: Administrator can manage area and create rules for the games in the 

Gamification section. In the game configuration wizard administrator can perform several 

activities to configure a game like adding levels, assigning points & badges, adding rules, 

and adding competition.  

 Migration from intranet to internet and the deployment of Mobile app - increased 

access to greater number of employees, including those outside the network. Effective 

solution to the Covid-induced remote working challenges. 

 Consolidation and updation of data - Integration with HRMS for updated user 

information on new inductees and leaving employees.  

 Automated workflow for Attendance blocking on non-completion of compliance and 

mandatory courses. 
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Benefits of the Solution 

 
1. Consolidation - Consistent learning experience delivery across organization via one system,  

making available more learning resources to entire organization. Centrally budget can be 

better planned and spent 

2. Ease of management of large training function 

3. Faster analysis and easier decision making due to increased data visibility via 

comprehensive and custom dashboards– zero error, zero down time 

4. Reduction in cost of non-compliance – Due to the limitation of the exiting system, only 

about 50% employees could access mandatory trainings at a time and complete their 

courses. 

5. Quicker and significant rise in completion rates - From the earlier 60% completion rate, it 

rose to a commendable 90% within a short duration of implementation.  

6. Reduced time to productivity  

7. Complete elimination of manual effort for all business teams with Admin Workflows 

Automation – through Best Score Logic, Training Groups and Configuration Facility,  role-

based assignment and automated pictorial dashboard 

8. Singular vision and approach to training strategy making the process seamless, 

organization-wide.  
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Evaluation of the Program  
 The G-Cube LMS was successfully implemented for a  registered a user base of over 

85,000 employees. 

 The G-Cube LMS was accessible on multiple mobile devices and for both platforms- 

Android and iOS, thereby enabling just-in-time learning.  

 LMS was successfully deployed in Intranet as well as Internet facilities, enabling the users 

to undergo training at their own pace.  

 

Compliance Training Completion Status  

G-Cube LMS helped Axis bank to complete Compliance trainings in short span of time.The figure 

is shown as follows: 

     

Course Name Completed 
Completed and 
Passed 

Not 
Started 

Grand 
Total 

ALM: TO Knowledge session_FINAL 5002 222 296 5520 

BCP: TO Knowledge session_FINAL 5395 345 460 6200 

CMS Module 1 : EasyPay Training 
Material 1575 141 176 1892 

Code of Conduct Module 4225 15255 520 20000 

Internal Audit: TO Knowledge 
session_FINAL 5552 304 304 6160 

Processing of Transactions W/O 
Instruments 15264 1651 2165 19080 

Safe Deposit Locker BOH 04-10-19 964 69 115 1148 

Grand Total 37977 17987 4036 60000 

 

Figure 19: Training Analysis 
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Figure 20: Training Analysis Report  

 

 

User Experience  

The Client conducted an online survey with their Business Team for feedback on the platform. 

The following figure represents satisfaction levels across users: 

 
Figure 18: Survey Feedback from Business Team 
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Testimonials 

 “G-Cube LMS is the most easy to use, customizable, and feature-rich LMS we have used. We 
are quite satisfied with the overall customer support and developer support offered by G-Cube 
with quick Turn Around Time. An application is supposed to have problems. But how well and 
how quickly they are sorted is where an application outperforms and out smarts others. With 
G-Cube, support is on time, every time. Of all the options, the G-Cube LMS was chosen for its 
UI, open-ended customization, reference checks with other clients and the cost of 
implementation which was much lower even for a more superior product. With G-Cube the 
transition has been very smooth and because of the delivery in the system, there have been no 
complaints from stakeholders. ”    Shiva Unnikrishnan, AVP- HR, Axis Bank 
 
“G-Cube LMS has provided a convenient and easy to use solution to our learning requirements. 
As a user, the ease of navigation, clear segregation of assesments /programs etc. and overall 
simple to use UI provided a seamless experience. On the admin front, real time communication, 
flexibility in assignment, and greater control in content creation made for a useful LMS.  
An added benefit is the respones from G-Cube support team, which was clear and prompt. ” 

 Salil Srivsatava, HR Learning Manager, Axis Bank 

 
“The G-Cube LMS is easy to use and the navigation from one module to other is very clear 
which helps in reaching the target module quickly. The filter option provided to locate a specific 
module is very helpful and time saving. ”   Nilesh Dubey, DVP, Axis Bankhe 
steps a physician should take in the initial phase of a malpractice lawsuit. 
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Link to the Learning Solution 

 
For Internet- 
 

 The application works on the mobile authentication and since it is integrated with HRMS, 

only registered users can login to the application.  

 Please use the registered mobile number- 9967233112 to login to the system 

 An OTP will be generated on this mobile number which has a validity for only 2 minutes. 

 

Please inform us beforehand when the judging panel will assess our award document and try to 

run the application so that the registered user is aware about the same and can share the OTP as 

soon as it is received.  

 

For Intranet  

 

Considering the strict guidelines and security compliances, the LMS user credentials within an 

Intranet facility work on the Staging environment which requires the VPN connection supported 

by our IT team.   
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